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Abstract
Accuracy of current measurement in optical fiber current sensors is affected by environmental

perturbations to the sensing fiber such as mechanical vibrations, acoustic perturbations, and

iemperature changes. Experimental results [],[2] and mathematical model [1] for mechanical

vibrations were shown to have effects on the accuracy of the current measurement in unidirectional

fiber-optic polarimetric current sensors. This paper presents the development of the mathematical

model from Ref. I for numerical analysis of the vibration effects on current measurement error in

reciprocal f iber-optic current sensors. The results ofnumerical analysis ofthe variation ofpolarization

along the sensing fiber used to define theoretical accuracy l imit are demonstrated'

Vibration at the (single-mode fiber) sensing part causes the variation ofstress and strain and in turn

the variation of linear birefringence. This variation influences the amplitude and phase of optical wave

and also limits the accuracy of the system. The vibration was uniformly distributed along the sensing

part. The parameters such as static and vibration-induced linear and circular birefringences are

included in this investigation. It is widely believed that the analysis of the theoretical accuracy l imit by

symbolic calculation and its characteristic 3D plots of current measurement error (as a function of all

birefringence parameters) for RFOS are shown for the first time. Results of this analysis will be useful

in the design of dimension of torus ring around which sensing fiber is wrapped. This wil l lead to design

procedures for the configuration of the sensing fiber part to achieve RFOS with vibration immunity.
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1. Introduction advantages inulude srnaller size, and

Fiber optic current sensors, which rely on consequently l ighter weight, making installation

magneto-optic Faraday effect and Ampere's law, easier. Finally, they are completely immune

have received considerable attention ftr possible from catastrophic explosive failures, whereas

application in the electric power industry as iron-core cTs are not [3]'

magneto-optic current traniformers (MOCT) Several approaches of Faraday-based

oue"r the past few decades t1]-t7] These MOCTS current sensors have been demonstrated'

inherentiy have several potential advantages over Although fiber-optic current sensors have a

conventional ferromagnetic current transformers number of advantages over conventional.CTs'

(cTs). These include flat bandwidth response they have yet to overcome undesirable

ipC io several MHz), wide linear dynamic range susceptibility to environmental perturbations, i'e'

(more than five orders of magnitude), no temperature and acoustic perturbations' in the

hysteresis, and by proper design, insensitivity to sensing part I l l-t6l One approach uses

eLctro-magnetic inteiference-(EMI) and radio unidirectional polarimetric fiber-optic current

frequency interference (ftpl) owing to the sensors (UDPSs) tll-t4] This method of current

all-dielectric structure of fiber optici. Other sensing detects the intensity change due to
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polarization rotation from the induced magnetic
field generated by current. The accuracy ofthis
sensing method suffers from both linear and
circular birefringence in the sensing fiber. The
perturbations affect the birefringence property of
the fiber in the sensing part. In the electric power
system application, the sensor output resembles
AC input current waveforms []-[4] because the
bandwidth of UDPS can be up to 10 MHz,
depending on the detector used. When there is no
applied current, sensor output should be zero.
However, when there are vibrations upon the
sensing part (even no applied current), the output
shows AC waveforms of vibrations. This is
known as current measurement error or "false

current." References 1 and2 show the effects of
mechanical vibrations on the sensing part of the
unidirectional f iber-optic polarimetric current
sensors cause current measurement error.
References I and2 show that the false current is
only the result of vibrations and not from the
electrical interferences or pickups from the
experimental setup. Also, the false current is
zero when the sensing fiber part is not perturbed
by the mechanical vibratron.

To counter the birefringence errors,
reciprocal polarimetric current sensors (MOSs)
have been developed. From the experimental
results of ref. 1 and 2 and the mathematical
model of ref. 1, the mathematical model for
numerical analysis of mechanical vibration
effects on RFOS is developed. The vibration is
assumed to be uniformly distributed upon the
sensing fiber part. It is generally believed that the
analysis of the theoretical accuracy limit by
symbolic calculation and its characteristic 3D
plots of current measurement error (as a function
of all birefringence parameters) for RFOS are
shown for the first t ime. Results of this analysis
wil l be useful in the design of dimension of torus
ring around which sensing fiber is wrapped. This
will lead to design procedures for the
configuration ofthe sensing fiber part to achieve
RFOS wi th v ibrat ion immuni ty .

In this paper, the purpose of an RFOS is
analyzed including the output state of
polarization, normalized contrast ratio, and
effects of vibration on the sensor. The
theoretical accuracy limit of the sensor is found
to be less than 0.1% (0.3% is required for
revenue metering application) [3].
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2. Principles
When light propagates in an optical fiber

wound around a current carrying wire (see Fig.
l), the induced magnetic f ield causes a rotation
of the linear polarization plane of lightwave by
the magneto-optic Faraday effect. This angle of
rotation, A/ , through which the plane of
polarization rotates, is given by

where V is the Verdet constant of the optical
fiber, F is the magnetic field intensity along the
direction of light propagation, and / is the optical
path along the fiber loop. From Ampere's law,
this closed loop integral of magnetic field around
a wire is proportional to the current, { flowing
through it, l.e.

t -

r = l H  d t  Q )
(

Therefore, the angle of Faraday rotation. A/. in

the fiber loop configuration is given by

LQ =vNr,  (3)

where N is the integral number of turns of fiber
wrapped around the current carrying wire. The
stability of Faraday rotation based current
sensors, through the Verdet constant, depends on
source wavelength and temperature. For
example, the operating wavelength 2 is 633 nm
and the Verdet constant V is 4.68 prad/A [3],[4].

To measure current I with constants ly' and
V, we can use a polarimetric sensor to
measure A/ . In conventional unidirectional

polarimetric current sensors (UDPSs), a l inearly
polarized l ight is launched into a single-mode
sensing fiber and the output polarization is
analyzed by a Wollaston prism for evaluation of
the current and static linear birefringence [5],[6].
In practice, the propagation of light through the
fiber loop exhibit ing additional l inear
birefringence due to bending and twist-induced
circular birefringence can be described by Jones
calculus (see next section). These birefringences
affect the accuracy and sensitivity to
environmental perturbations i.e. temperature and
vibrations of the sensor. Reciprocal fiber-optic

__ | _-_ .: (1)L A = r q H ' d l
t
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current sensors (see Fig. 1) interrogate the l ight

in both directions. Since l inear and

twist-induced birefringences exhibit reciprocal

characteristics, the reciprocal rotation of these

birefringences cancels when light propagates

along and is back-reflected down a fiber. The

Faraday magneto-optic effect exhibits

nonreciprocal characteristics; the Faraday

rotation doubles when light propagates along and

is back-reflected down a fiber. Thus, this optical

circuit has the advantage of minimizing the

birefringence induced offset problems associated
wi th the unid i rect ional  polar imetr ic  current

sensor' 
cuuENr

lsol .AToR NBs ^ F.^ YIRE
t  

E ' '  M T R R . R

_ d
6 = s l n - s t n ( / ) '

2 ' -

wnere
ZNl is the Faraday rotation induced by current.
Z is the circular birefringence.
d is the linear birefringence.
a is the root-mean-square (rms) of total Iinear
and circular birefringence.

Assume both the total l inear and circular
birefringence to be uniformly distributed along

the single-mode fiber optic sensing part.

(7)

l -
n  I  a  ^ .

: :  =  - l tWt  +T t '  + (1 ) "
2  \ / '  2
and tan z = Z(WI + T) I 5. (9)
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Fig. 1. Reciprocal f iber-optic polarirnetric

current sensor, LD: laser diodes, NBS:

non-polarizing beam sPlitter.

3. State of Polarizations (SOP)

To analyze the performance of the sensor,

the sensor's output state of polarization is first

considered. The output electric f ield (Eor,) of

the sensor can be described by the Jones matrix

[7 ] , [ 8 ] :

M  -  L , .  8 , , , ,  ( 4 )

where E,, represents input l inearly polarized l ight
I p  = t l  t r - l

i n  t he  x  ax i s  ( r . e .  u , ,  = l ; '  = ;  |  
= l  

;  l )
L " r  

- - . 1  L ' J

I represents a sensing fiber matrix when

light propagating forward (from left-to-right in

F ig .  l ) .

I, represents a sensing fiber matrix when

light propagating backward (from rightto-left),

and M is Jones matrix of the mirror.

A=cosA+js inacos(1) ,  (6)

With l inearly polarized input at the

birefringence axis of the sensing fiber, the

normalized output electric f ield using (4), (5)'
(10), and (15) can be described bY

E , = A C - B D = a , e x P ( i 6 , ) (  l 6 )

E r =  A D +  B C -  = a r e x p ( i 5 r ) ,  ( 1 7 )

where ar, 6r, a,, and d are the amplitude and

phase of the electric field in the x- and Y- axis,

respectively.

where

c  ="or4+ Ts in {cos( ( ) ,2 2

D =sin Lsin(C),
2

6 ,

6 , ,
, l
T ) t

-  I ,
L., ,  = 

zLz

(s)|,q -Bl
f  _ t  I' I B  A )

where
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5 2 = 2 a r a r c o s ( 6 " - 5 r ) , (  1 8 . 2 )

and  53  =2a ra rs in (6 r  -d r ) .  ( 18 .3 )

In this Poincar6 sphere, the state of
polarization can be plotted on the surface of a
sphere. Right circular polarization is on the
North Pole, left circular on the South Pole, l inear
polarization on the equator, and elliptical
polarization in between [8],[9]. With input light
aligned to birefringence fast axis of the sensing
fiber, in an ideal f iber ( d ,T - 0 ), we would

expect only Faraday rotation to occur. In this
sensor, the rotation angle is 2VNI. This is due to
the fact that Faraday rotation is ZN1 in the
forward direction down the fiber and, by the
nonreciprocal Faraday effect, additional Faraday
rotation is VNI in the backward direction down
the same fiber. Thus, the total Faraday rotation
of 2VNI occurs in the sensor. Assume that the
input l ight is l inearly polarized in the x-axis or
vertical direction. It is (1,0,0) on Poincar6 sphere
or the dot shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 (a), the
Faraday rotation angle of 2VNI will be equivalent
to 4VNI along the equator (angle on the sphere is
twice as much as the angular rotation and output
is sti l l  l inearly polarized). The characteristic
curve ofa practical case (d= 2 r and T - 120 n
radian or  61-= O.SlV,  )  is  shown in F ig.  2 (b) .  I t

/ 2 1
is similar to that of the ideal case but with a very
srnall deviation frorn the equator. The deviation
from the ideal case produces some small
susceptibil i ty to varying birefringence and wil l
be demonstrated in the next section. Fig. 2 (c)
with a thin l ine for 6 : 116 and I= 0 and a thick

line: d: nl2 and f : x t 5/r= 25% ) shows that

the sensor is not practical for current sensing
when ldoes not dominate 5or 5/, is not small.

Fig. 2 (b) shows that the desired response, which
is close to that ofthe ideal one in Fig. 2(a), can be
obtained bv 6/.-<<l . The characteristic curve-  / z t
evolves around the equator (see Fig. 2 (a) and
(b))
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(c)

Fig. 2. Characteristic curves of the output
pofarization on the Poincare sphere for VNI : 0
to n radian for (a) ideal case: d= 0 and Z:0 (b)
6: 2 n and T : 120 n radian(c) the thin line: d:
n/6 and I:0 and the thick l ine: d= n/2 and T: n
radian
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4. Mathematical Model and State of

Polarization
Reference 2 shows that the linear

birefringence changes due to vibration of 0.2

radian can induce a large apparent current
(equivalent to several hundred An) in a

unidirectional polarimetric current sensor. Fig. 3

shows the two cases when dand Z change due to

vibration and the current is applied (VNI = 0.01

n)  to the sensor.  The dot  and smal l  l ine in  F ig.  3

represent the SOP under vibration when 5 and T

change, respectively. From Fig' 3, we can see

that the effects of 5 and T changes due to

vibrations are very small and negligible.

(b)

Fig. 3 State ofpolarization ofthe output ofsensor

with vibration on the Poincar6 sphere VNI = 0.01

n (a)  l inear  b i ref r ingence (d is  between 1.8 n and

2.0 n radian) T -- \20 n (b) twisted circttlar

birefringence (Z is between I 19 5 n and 120.5 n

rad ian )  5 :2n  rad ian .
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5. Performance Analysis using the

Normalized Contrast Ratio (K)

The Wollaston prism is aligned at 45" and
-45" to the birefringence axis ofthe output end of
the sensing fiber. The contrast ratio (K) is
defined by

( l e )

where 1"o and I yoare the intensity at 45o and

-45 o with respect to the birefringence fast axis of
the output end ofthe sensing fiber, respectively.
It can be derived that (19) using (4) to (15).

Symbolic calculation by Mathematica program

for this complicated result of the contrast ratio
(IJ is given by

K = Sin(a)Cos(B)Sin(x)

S i n 0 . ^ .  . ^
*= lSin(2X - C)Gosq -1) (20)

z
+ Sin((Cosa +1)l

For example, in an ideal case, Z and d are very

smaff  and negl ig ib le (such that  7,6 o0 )

Equation (20) becomes

K=Kio"u,  =Sin(4VNI) (21)

K provides the measurement of current and is

l inear  (  K=Siu(4VNI)x4VNI )  up to few

tenths of a radian, or about 105 Ampere for a

one-tLtrn sensing coil. K;6"u1 is independent of the

ci rcular  and l inear  b i ref r ingence in the sensing
fiber. However, in practice, the use of high

circular birefringence T or "spun" fiber

(VNI,5 << Z ) can overcome the intrinsic l inear

birefringence. To understand the performance of

the sensor, we show the characteristic plot ofthe

deviation of K (AK or current measurement
error), which is defined by

LK(%) ={x 
- K,o,^/y,o"o, , loo% (22)

It is a function of l inear birefringence (d) and

twist-induced circular birefrirrgence (7) (see Fig.

I  - I- xtt - 
Yt)

I  + I'  
\ t '  

'  
Y t t
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4). The VNI is assumed to be 0.01n and the
expected value of K16."1 from (21) is 0.125333.
Fig. 4 shows the case when I is large and
6/raal . The sensor shows reduced sensitivity/ z I
to vibration significantly compared to that of the
one-way "unidirectional" polarimetric sensor

t1l,t2l Thus confirming the results of AK with
values of i" between 160 and 180 rad and d
between -2.5 and 2.5 rad and found that 3D plot
of /K is similar to that of Fie. 4.

3 5 0

O " = - d / r p o = - 0 3 1 1 o , (24)

where z is the (unperturbed) refractive index of
the medium (n:l .46), o is the strain, and p is the
photoelastic constant of f iber (p : 0.2 in sil ica).
Value ofthe Faraday rotation (ZNI) depends on
the Verdet constant (l). Typical value of Z is
4.68 pradlA or 0.268"/(kA). In our case, we wrap
the sensing fiber around an acrylic torus (see Fig.
5) so that the bend-induced linear birefringence
is about a few r radian and alarge twist-induced
birefringence is about 120 n radian. We assume
that the total linear birefringence (r) in
single-mode sensing part is the algebraic sum of

vibration-induced linear birefringence ( d,, )

t I I,t6l
5(t) = 6u, + 6, sina:,t , (2s)

where d" = B.5r and is proportional to d, in

(23) and B is a real constant.
Because the vibration affects linear

birefringence, to induce a n-radian birefringence

change only Azr  =%=3.165x l0- i  for  a f iber

length of 1 m. We can find the strbin of
1.019x10-6 using (24). Reference I showsthat {,
in unidirectional polarimetric current sensor of
0.2 rad, results in an apparent current of several
hundred Ampere. In the following sections it is
assumed that d" changes by 0.2 n rad (a few times
larger than 0.2 rad) between - 0.1 n and 0.1 n
from the static bend-induced linear birefringence
d(assumed to be 1.9 n radian).

Fig. 5 The schematic of winding sensing fiber
around a torus (with outside diameter of 45 cm)
in order to add a large amount of circular
birefringence, SMF: single-mode fiber. The
torus has a cross section diameter of about 2 cm.

3 4 0

"^ 
a^E(+ )the intrinsic (static) bending-induced linear- 0 . 0 5

-;.,- birefringence (da.) and total extrinsic

0

0 (rad)

Fig. 4 The deviation of K (AK) as a function of
l inear birefringence (d) and twisted circular
birefringence (I)

The required intrinsic circular birefringence
may be obtained by spun high birefringence
fiber, fwisted low birefringence fiber or winding
low birefringence fiber in a toroidal geometry
(see Fig.  5)  t5 l , t1  11.  In  the toro idal
configuration, which we use in our simulation, Z
is about 120 n and dis about a few n radian.

A. Mathematical Descriptions of Linear
Birefringence versus Vibration
There are two sources of linear

birefringence in the sensing fiber:
bending-induced linear birefringence (d6.) and
vibration-induced I inear birefri ngence caused by
transverse strain or vibration (dr), which can be
described by [6]

5 ,  = 2 ! L n l , (23)

where Ar is the refractive index change induced
by stress in the medium (sil ica in this case), / is
the effective length (under perturbation) offiber,
and 2 is the center wavelength ofthe source. The
refractive index change is given by
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In this sensor, Fig. 6 shows that the deviation of

K is  wi th in 0.1" /o of  the ideal  case (Z,d :0 )

when the range of the l inear birefringence is

between 1.8 n and 2.0 I and circular

b i ref r ingence is  between 119.5 n and 120.5 n
radian, respectively.

Fig. 6 In the case ofbirefringence changes due to

vibration, the deviation of K (AIQ when ZN1 :

0.01 n radian as a function ofl inear birefringence
(dis between 1.8 n and 2.0 n radian) and circular

birefringence (I is between 119.5 n and 120.5 n

radian).

B. Deviation of K (AIQ versus Linear
Birefringence
This sensor exhibits small dependence on

linear birefringence. Fig. 7 shows that the

absolute value of the current measurement error

or AK (in percent) is below 0.001% when d is

less than 2 n radian when ZN1 =0.01n and T =

120 n radian. In this case, the approximation of

K i s

s in(414t '1) I - I .750x10{d ' I  = 0 l25333[1 - I  750xI0"d ' � ]

Using (22), AK(%o) is given bY

LK(/o)  = - l .750x10 od '  .  Q5)

Maximum dto achieve the accuracy of 0,3% for

revenue metering application from (25) is 13.18

n rad.
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aK(r  )
at ( rad )

Fig. 7 Simulated deviation of K in percent varies with l inear

b i re f r ingence ( l ,N /=  0  0 l r ,  T=  120r )

C. Apparent Current versus Linear
Birefringence
Environmental acoustic perturbations and

mechanical vibration on the sensing fiber can
cause angular rotation of lightwave polarization
and may affect birefringence property of the
sensing fiber [1],[2]. The result could be misread
as actual current. Reference 2 shows that
mechanical vibrations with a magnitude of 3'0

E ,-, (1 E= 9.8m/s2) applied to a sensing fiber of

unid i rect ional  polar imetr ic  sensor can cause an
apparent current of 400 Ar,,,. Simulated apparent

current (T = 120 n, 6" = 0.1 n sin(2n f, t), and the

total linear birefringence is assumed to vary

between l.8n and 2.Ur radian) for this sensor is

shown in Fig. 8. The frequency of vibration or
varying l inear birefringence (1,) is chosen to be
50 Hz, which is common to electric power

systems l2)-l4l Very small apparent currents of
less than 2.0x10- 'Amperes for  633 nm

wavelength when the total linear birefringence d

is between 1.8 n and 2.0 n radian and the d' is

shown in Fig. 8 (a).

6v (rad)

o . 3

4 . 2

o . 1

/  - n  n n c

. /  - 0 . 0 0 3

- o . 0 0 4

- 0 . 0 0 5

- 0 . 0 0 5

- 0 , 0 D ?

(a)



ApparenE cur renc(Arms.  tu rns)

D .  O O 0 0 1

(b)
Fig. 8 Simulated apparent current (b) in
Ampere.turn versus birefringence (a) (VNf: 0
and T: l20n)

6. Discussion and conclusion
The mathematical model of RFOS has been

demonstrated. To analyze performance of the
sensor, the theoretical accuracy limit of current
measurement error (AK) has been found to be a
function of all birefringence parameters by
symbolic calculation using the Mathematica
program. Practical values of both birefringences
are used and 3D plots of AK (see Fig. 4 and 6)
show the ranges of 6 and T, which yield small
and negligible AK. In practice, the optiomum
design dimension ofthe torus ring such as cross
section diameter and outside diameter of the ring
(by choosing dand Iin Fig. 5) can be designed to
give the negligible AK. The relationships of

diameter of the torus ring (R) and d have been
given by (23). From the simulation results with

different values of dand Z(see Fig. 2 and 3), the
performance of the current sensor was similar to
tlrat of the ideal case (d ,T x0). This can be

shown by the state of polarization of the sensor
.  . F /

output  when o/Zf  i t  smal l  ( f  dominates dand

VND. Tosatisry the conditions of 5/rr<<l and

V^ll<<6 <<Z helical winding on an acrylic

torus is used. For large 7, AK is a quadratic

function of d but the contribution of
perturbations and vibrations was small and
within 0.1% (see Fig. 6). The false current
reading has shown that the susceptibilify of
sensor to varying linear birefringence has been
small and negligible.
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